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The Goddess
Room 
A very feminine
bedroom perfect for
goddesses! This room 
 with 2 single beds has
a big window with a
view at the garden and
the beautiful olive tree.
A private entrance and
the bathroom with bath
next the to bedroom.
Heating and airco



The Free
Spirit
Room 
For the Free Spirits we have a room with 2
single beds and ensuite bathroom. A big
window with a view at the garden and the
terrace.You will feel  light and free in this
room. The Bathroom has a shower.
Heating and airco. 



The Guru
Room

For the guru's among us,
you will feel like a Guru in
this room! This room has
the biggest bathroom with
a huge stonebath. A big
window with a private
terrace to the garden.
Heating and airco



The Hippy
Room

The Hippy Room is only for true Hippy's! This is the smallest
room with shower and toilet. This room is perfect for single
travellers or people who know each other well. Heating but no
airco. Perfect for Karma yogi's! 



The Boho
Room

The Boho Room is a bedroom
with 2 single beds and a private
entrance and bathroom with
bath. This room is situated
across the Villa next to the
casita. Perfect if you want more
privacy. 



The Casita 

The Casita has a bar and
kitchen and is perfect for the
facilitators of a retreat. There
are two single beds. A view to
the garden and swimming pool
and lots of light.
The bathroom is outside the
casita. 



The Glamping Tent

The Glamping tent is situated under
the trees in the magical garden.
 Especially for the adventurous

travellers. 
You can use the outside bathroom

from the dome. 
There are 3 single beds in the

Glamping tent.


